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Abstract: In the article we study a model of network transmissions with Active Queue
Management in an intermediate IP router. We use the OMNET++ discrete event simulator to model the
varies variants of the CHOKe algoithms. We model a system where CHOKe, xCHOKe and gCHOKe are
the AQM policy. The obtained results shows the behaviour of these algorithms. The paper presents also
the implementation of AQM mechanisms in the router based on Linux.
Keywords: Computer Networks, Active Queue Management, CHOKe algorithm

1. Introduction
In order to meet the demands of providing high quality services, IETF proposes
to implement in routers conguestion detection mechanisms and reacting appropriately
when they occur. The best known mechanism of this type is Random Early Detection
algorithm [3]. For this mechanism packet can be can be dropped from queue if there
is a risk of the router overloading. This solution has many advantages inter alia RED
prevents global synchronization of TCP sources. This effect is achieved by co-operation between the RED and congestion control mechanisms built into TCP transmitters
(eg. New Reno). When the packet is droped the TCP source decreased the transmission speed. This mechanism does not work well with streams without conqestion
control and for TCP streams which does not control congestion basing on packet
loss (eg. Vegas). These mechanisms when competing for bandwidth with the New
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Reno transmitters behaves more aggressively. This phenomenon has resulted in AQM
algorithms, distinguishing data streams. For this algorithms the probability of droping the packet from queue is proportional to the number of packets from this stream
in the bufor. In this article we present the five variants of CHOKe algoritm. Using
OMNET++ discrette event simulator we present the behavior of these mechanisms.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. The section 2 describes two
variants of CHOKe algorithms. The section 3 presents proposed simulation models
and shows obtained results. The section 4 discusses the implementation of CHOKe/
AQM algorithms in Linux. The conclusions are presented in section 5.

2. The CHOKe algorithms
CHOKe is stateless AQM algorithm similar to RED used incoming packages to
punish streams with the highest demand for bandwidth [17].
Just as in the case of RED, there are two threshold values: Minth and maxth. When
a new package arives the new average queue length is calculated. When the average
queue length is less than Minth, all packets are placed in the buffer. When the average
queue length is greater than Minth, CHOKe pulls randomly one packet from the FIFO
buffer (”CHOKe victim”) and verifies if the package comes from the same stream as
an incoming packet. If the both packets belong to the same stream, both are removed
(this situation id called ”CHOKe hit”). Otherwise, the randomly selected package
(”CHOKe victim”) is returned to the buffer and the arived packet is placed in the
queue with P probability. This probability is calculated in the same manner as in the
case of RED algorithm. This event is called the ”choke miss”. The figure 1 presents
the CHOKe algorithm. The Front CHOKe algorithm introduces modifications to the
algorithm CHOKe. This algorithm does not drow a packet. The first packet in the
queue is a ”CHOKe victim” [17]. Another very similar modification of CHOKe algorithm is Back CHOKe. Its principle of operation is obvious [17]. This modification
takes the last packet from the queue and compare its with incoming packet (figure 2).
Algorithm xCHOKe remembers ”CHOKe hit” events in the special table called
”lookup table” [18]. Algorithm starts to work when the queue length is between Minth
and Maxth. For all incoming packets algorithm scan ”lookup table” to find flow id
identical to the flow id of incoming packet. If the search is successful (”table hit”)
the incoming packet is dropped with p* probability. Next, arrival packet is compared
to packet drown from queue (”CHOKe victim”). if both have the same stream id,
both are removed and xCHOKe scan ”lookup table” again. I looks for id of flow of
dropped packets and increment ”hit counter” parameter assocciated with flow id of
dropped packet. If the search is unsuccesfull algorithm creates a new row in the table
with ”hit counter” equal to one (figure 3).
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the CHOKe algorithm
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the Front (Back) CHOKe algorithm
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Probability of dropping packet table hit is p* = MIN (1, pRED * 2n, where pRED is
prabability calculating by RED algorithm, n is ”hit counter” for searched flow id.
Geometric Choke (gCHOKe) is a modification of the CHOKe algorithm proposed
by Addisu Eshete i Yuming Jiang from Norwegian University of Science and Technology in Trondheim [10]. This algorithm has the additional, configurable parameter
maxcomp Î [1..∞). This parameter determines the maximum number of successful
comparisons. The algorithm compares the incoming packet with a random packet
from the queue (”CHOKe Victim”). The comparison is successful when both packages are from the same stream. Comparison ends when: the comparison is unsuccesfull
or the number of comparisons is maxcomp. In this case, all matching packets, and the
incoming are removed from the queue. If the first match is not successful, the random
packet (”CHOKE Victim”) comes back to the queue. The arrival packet is placed in
the queue with P probability (figure 4). The CHOKe algorithm is a special case of
gCHOKe for maxcomp = 1.

3. Simulation results
Research has been conducted in the OMNET++ simulation environment of
discrete events. To emphasize the importance of using self-similar sources of traffic
the comparative research has been carried out for the self-similar and poisson source.
Input traffic intensity was chosen as α = 0.5 or α = 0.1, and due to the modulator
characteristics, the Hurst parameter of self-similar traffic was fixed to H = 0.8. For
both considered in comparisons cases, i.e. for geometric interarrival time distribution
(which corresponds to Poisson traffic in case of continuous time models) and selfsimilar traffic, the considered traffic intensities are the same. A detailed discussion of
the choice of model parameters is also presented in [7].
The parameters of AQM buffer:
• Minth = 100,
• Maxth = 150,
• buffer size (measured in packets) = 200,
• weight parameter α = 0.007.
For parameter α = 0.5 the traffic generated by a single source was too large. For
experiments with a single source queue occupancy fast exceeds the parameter Maxth
and ”CHOKe-victim” always was dropped. So the rest part of the article describes
results obtained for α = 0.1.
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the xCHOKe algorithm
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the gCHOKe algorithm
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The results are presented in tab. 1. The obtained results were grouped according
to the selected CHOKe algorithm, type of sorce (geometrical or selfsimilar) and number of sources.
As can be seen for 5 geometrical sources (regerdless of type od CHOKe) we
received a zero number of dropped packets and a small waiting time. This situation
is caused by small queue load (see figure 5). Average queue length never exceeds
Minth value. The situation is quite different for selfsimilar sources (figure 6). This is
due to the fact that the selfsimilar sources (with the same parameters as the geometrical sources) generate more traffic (these results confirmed previous studies [7][8]).
The queue exceeds the Minth size. Packages are destroyed by the CHOKe and RED
mechanisms. However, the queue occupancy distribution is very uneven (figure 6
(left)). When the number of streams increases the number of packets discarded by
CHOKe decreases (decreases the probability of selecting ”CHOKE victime” from the
same source). Interestingly the average waiting time does not increase significantly
(figure 6 (right), figure 9(left)). What proves the thesis that the choke is suitable for
aggressive streams management. The streams generating a larger number of data lose
more packets in the overloading buffer. The above-mentioned arguments are true only
for self-similar flows. The results can depend on the statistical distribution of packets
in the buffer. This thesis proves the extremely large number of packets discarded
by the Back CHOKe mechanism. Algorithms such xCHOKe and gCHOKe can drop
more packets in one step of algorithm. What causes an increase in the number of lost
packets. The queue occupancy and the average waiting time distributions are unregular (figures 7, 8, 9).
Source

Nb of sources

Algorithm

Droped by RED

Droped by CHOKe

Avg waiting time

geo

5

CHOKe

0

0

6.56175

geo

10

CHOKe

78827

678960

240.423

geo

15

CHOKe

201455

779864

374.484

self

5

CHOKe

379747

1788726

170.6

self

10

CHOKe

2635

480420

171.703

self

15

CHOKe

1835

318191

172.104

geo

5

fCHOKe

0

0

6.56175

geo

15

fCHOKe

202114

777111

353.554

self

5

fCHOKe

15872

420695

174.505

self

15

fCHOKe

16317

318318

190.382

geo

5

bCHOKe

0

0

6.56175
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Source

Nb of sources

Algorithm

Droped by RED

Droped by CHOKe

Avg waiting time

geo

15

bCHOKe

186

2644617

191.701

self

5

bCHOKe

10

1950025

124.281

self

15

bCHOKe

6

648573

101.832

geo

5

xCHOKe

0

0

6.56175

geo

15

xCHOKe

208

2644061

162.98

self

5

xCHOKe

12

1950320

81.9792

self

15

xCHOKe

28

637522

113.098

geo

5

gCHOKe

0

0

6.56175

geo

15

gCHOKe

1201

423

265.371

self

5

gCHOKe

4095300

300788

90.5272

self

15

gCHOKe

611768

35950

85.63

Tab. 1. The obtained results: number of dropped packets and average waiting times

4. Linux implementation
This chapter presents the details of the CHOKe algorithms implementation in the
real software router based on the Linux. The main objective of this stage of the study
has been the confirmation of simulation results in the real working network. This
chapter provides a description of the created program and obtained results.

Fig. 5. Queue length distribution (left) and Waiting times distribution (right), CHOKE, Front CHOKe,
gCHOKe, xCHOKe queues, geometric source, α = 0.1, μ = 0.25, w = 0.007, 5 sources
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Fig. 6. Queue length (left) and Waiting times distribution (right),
CHOKE, fCHOKe queues, selfsimilar source,
α = 0.1, μ = 0.25, w = 0.007, 5 sources

Fig. 7. Queue length (left) and Waiting times distribution (right),
xCHOKE, gCHOKe queues, selfsimilar source,
α = 0.1, μ = 0.25, w = 0.007, 5 sources
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Fig. 8. Waiting times distribution CHOKe, fCHOKe (left),
xCHOKE, gCHOKe (right) queues, geometric source,
α = 0.1, μ = 0.25, w = 0.007, 15 sources

Fig. 9. Waiting times distribution CHOKe, fCHOKe (left),
xCHOKE, gCHOKe (right) queues, selfsimilar source,
α = 0.1, μ = 0.25, w = 0.007, 15 sources
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The implementation was based on the Iptables – a fundamental tool to manage
data streams in Linux. The total packets flow in the iptables is shown in figure 10.
Iptables is used to redirect all traffic to the user queue supported by the application
(in user space). This support has been created using netfilter framework. The netfilter
library performs the following tasks:
• connection to iptables,
• getting packets from the queue,
• send information to iptables about decision of throwing packet.
The entire program is divided into two threads synchronized by a special semaphore with a maximum size of one, called mutex. Code of the algorithm is as follows:
while true:
wait for packet in buffer:
process the packet

Diagram of the program is shown in figure 11. The configuration of the iptables
is as follows:
iptables -I FORWARD 1 -j QUEUE

This configuration is equal to:
iptables -I FORWARD 1 -j NFQUEUE --queue-num # traffic is directed to the buffer 0.

Execution of the program is as follows:
./aqmrun [-m size] [-M size] [-Q number] [-w weight] [-b size] [-c number] [r] [f] [b] [

where:
• m – minth
• M – maxth
• Q – netfilter queue number (default 0 - this parameter depends on the Iptables
configuration)
• w – weight parameter α (default 0.002)
• b – buffer size (default 2000)
• c – maxcomp parameter for gCHOKe (default 1)
• r – standard CHOKe (default)
• f – Front CHOKe
• b – Back CHOKe
• g – Geometric CHOKe
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Figure 12 displays the experiment topology of the network. The computer between
two laptops is the most important part of the network. It works as a router with AQM
algorithms implemented inside. The router running the Linux operating system and
its main task is forwarding packets between two laptops. One of them is connected to
access point 802.11b. This is old type of AP and works with speed 11 Mb/s network.
This connection is the bottleneck. The second laptop is connected to 100 Mb/s
Ethernet. During the test the laptop connected to the Ethernet link transmits data to
the second laptop and the behaviour of the AQM algorithms is observed.

Fig. 10. The packets movement through the Iptables
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Fig. 11. Diagram of the program

Fig. 12. The network used during the research
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Figure 13. shows the buffer occupancy for CHOKe and gCHOKe algorithms. The
algorithm gCHOKe fills up the queue below the parameter maxth = 15 and causes
much greater fluctuations.

Fig. 13. The buffer occupancy for CHOKe (left) and gCHOKe (right) algorithms

5. Conclusions
In this paper we presented the problem of the CHOKe queue. We consider the
problem of choosing the variant of the CHOKe algorithm for router queue behaviour.
During the tests we analyzed the following parameters of the transmission with
AQM: the number of rejected packets (by RED or CHOKe algorithm) and waiting
times in queues. Our researches were carried out using the Discrette Event Simulator
OMNET++. In the studies we also reconsider the problem of agressive (need more
bandwith) sources. The simulations showed that the basic CHOKe and Front Choke
algorithms rejected relatively small numbers of packets, while others practically
throwing most of them. In the simulations, we took into account the small number
of sources. For a small number of streams probability of selecting a good CHOKe
victim is too large. Decrease in the number of losses with the number of sources can
draw a conclusion that the CHOKe algorithms help to maintain the queue stability
in the case of aggressive flows whose packets occupy the most space in the queue.
In our study we have not considered the problem of sources with different intensity.
We will deal with this issue in future researches. In this article we have additionally
presented the behavior of this mechanisms involving the real working routers. Results
obtained in the real network operation confirmed the results obtained in the simulation
environment.
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Analiza różnych wariantów mechanizmu CHOKe
Streszczenie
W artykule został przedstawiony model sieciowej transmisji danych poprzez
router z zaimplementowanymi mechanizmami Aktywnego Zarządzania Kolejką
(AQM). Badania zachowania mechanizmów AQM zostały przeprowadzone przy użyciu symulatora zdarzeń dyskretnych OMNET++. Uzyskane wyniki zostały zweryfikoUnauthenticated | 89.73.89.243
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wane w środowisku rzeczywistym. W oparciu o system operacyjny Linux stworzono
programowy router implementujący mechanizmy wcześniej przebadane w środowisku symulacyjnym. Przeprowadzono analizę zachowania algorytmów AQM z rodziny
CHOKe (CHOKe, xCHOKe, gCHOKe). W badaniach rozważano problem wpływu
tych mechanizmów na tzw. agresywne (potrzebujące większego pasma) źródła transmisji danych.
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